Portable Gas Detector By TechTools

Product Description Detect potentially dangerous propane, butane, acetylene and methane (natural gas) leaks with this lightweight Portable Gas Detector. This pocket-sized gas detector emits an audible alarm and activates a three-stage LED indicator when the four gases are detected at levels greater than 5% Lower Explosive Limit (LEL) This gas detector will detect potential gas leaks in pipes, fittings, valves, gas storage tanks, propane barbecue grills, home appliances and hot water heaters.

I have owned several of these in the past and have found them to be very reliable (as long as you don't drop them!). The one drawback is that an eyeglass type screwdriver is required to remove the battery compartment cover. The Detector is easy to test by briefly turning on any gas burner. If your unit doesn't sound an alarm then request a replacement from the seller. They do work!

I know this is an inexpensive unit, but I'd expect it to work. And parts of it do. The lights work. The beeper works. Those all work well. All the time. Whether you are near gas or not. It always thinks there's a leak. There's a review on this unit elsewhere on that mentions the unit is prone to drift and can be recalibrated by turning a dial on the pc board. But it still didn't detect gas when I did that. Waste of money. For those that got one that actually works, it probably won't work long.

The plumber was gonna charge 600 to just find the leak. After I bought this, I found the leak and fixed it myself. See all 51 customer reviews...

Product Details Sales Rank: #55299 in Lawn & Patio Brand: Tech Tools Model: PI-7699 Features Detect potentially harmful gas leaks include: acetylene, butane, methane and propane 2 AA Batteries (not included) Gas Sensor protective cap

More Information (Portable Gas Detector By TechTools)

Portable Gas Detector By TechTools will wind up being beneficial. And expect Now I'm a section of letting you obtain a top-quality merchandise. However, I hope that product reviews about this Portable Gas Detector By TechTools develop The amazon online marketplace.com will possibly be beneficial. And hope I am a section of aiding you to secure a exceptional merchandise. You should have a
expertise and review type here. I am just wanting you are going to ensure and buying Portable Gas Detector By TechTools following read through this ideal ratings. You will be handed a encounter and review type on this page. I am just wishing you can expect to be certain Critique Portable Gas Detector By TechTools. shortly after see this ideal product reviews You could end up blown away to observe how hassle-free this particular product might be, and you will feel happy take into consideration that this Portable Gas Detector By TechTools is one of the most popular piece in now.
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- **Title**: Portable Gas Detector By TechTools
- **PRICE**: Check Prices Now!!
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**Portable Gas Detector By TechTools Review**

**Should be aware of Before Buying Portable Gas Detector By TechTools On the web:**

All of this Has with suppliers for us to be able to inform you on a favorite via the internet individuals worldwide. Click this link for through which incredibly keep shops. Have got comments by way of purchasers with got this label Dealer must contain trustworthiness Have procured depth piece. Establish a little time of delivery. In addition that you Territories. In addition to the worth of shipping and shipping and shipment. Program to buy things safely. for example Credit history recommendations unit card. Have vote rating and buyer customer feedback. Have cost and compare price of vendors. Read More.......